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Abstract With the explosion of Web 2.0 application such as blogs, social and professional
networks, and various other types of social media, the rich online information and various
new sources of knowledge flood users and hence pose a great challenge in terms of informa-
tion overload. It is critical to use intelligent agent software systems to assist users in finding
the right information from an abundance of Web data. Recommender systems can help users
deal with information overload problem efficiently by suggesting items (e.g., information
and products) that match users’ personal interests. The recommender technology has been
successfully employed in many applications such as recommending films, music, books,
etc. The purpose of this report is to give an overview of existing technologies for building
personalized recommender systems in social networking environment, to propose a research
direction for addressing user profiling and cold start problems by exploiting user-generated
content newly available in Web 2.0.
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Generated Content

1 Introduction

With the explosion of Web 2.0 applications such as blogs, discussion forums, social and pro-
fessional networks, and various other types of social media, the users online activities have
been changed. Rosa et.al [2007] described the change in their report: “Online activities can
no longer be characterized by just searching or browsing. Usage is evolving to interacting,
and quickly to creating and sharing content.”
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The new generation of Web applications are no longer read only. The Web users are
no longer mere consumers of information, but the “producers of information”. They ac-
tively participate in social networks, upload their personal photos, share their bookmarks,
write blogs, and annotate and comment on the information provided by others. They create
information, build content and establish online communities. They not only contribute infor-
mation, but also contribute “themselves”, creating detailed personal profiles on social sites
and sharing that information to establish new relationships with hundreds of new virtual
friends.

The millions of users spend hours daily in these sites, and generate rich information
and various new sources of knowledge that has not been available before. The abundance
and popularity of social networking sites flood users with huge volumes of information and
hence pose a great challenge in terms of information overload and also create many new
research issues such as social web storage, search and mining, social network construction,
expertise oriented search and association search in social networks, etc. It also introduces
many real-world applications. For examples, web community detection and search, hot-topic
detection in a specific web community, accurate and timely recommendations in commercial
applications. These research issues have been receiving growing attentions in recommender
systems field, data mining and among others in the recent years. Many significant researches
have been done on these research topics. The main purpose of this document is to provide a
survey of the development on these research challenges.

The rest of the report is organized as follows. The Section 2 begins with a brief in-
troduction to social networking to provide the foundations of the Web 2.0 concept. The
Background to social networking is given first, then review some well-known social net-
working sites. In Section 3, we review the origins of recommender systems and explore the
use of Web 2.0 technologies for improving the recommender systems in social networking
environment. Section 4 presents overview of personalized social recommender systems and
some live applications such as tagging systems, blog mining and trust-based recommender
systems. Section 5 concludes this study.

2 Social Networking

Although the term social networking is being used in new ways since the availability of the
digital medium the concepts behind it are not new. The modern digital medium technology
makes sharing contents, collaborating with others, and connecting with each other to create
a community faster, easier and more accessible to a wider population than ever before.

2.1 Definition of Social Networking

According to the free on-line dictionary of computing 1, a social network is “ a Web site
where one connects with those sharing personal or professional interests, place of origin,
education at a particular school, etc.”. In this report, a social network is defined as “a web
site that facilitates meeting people, finding like minds, communicating and sharing content,
and building community ”. The terms of the social network and social networking are used
interchangeably in this report.

Generally, social networks are used to allow or encourage various types of activity
whether commercial, social or some combination of the two. Today, People engage in a

1 http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/social+network
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growing variety and number of Web activities on social websites, from buying on com-
mercial sites, to blogging, to online dating, to post personal information profiles. A user’s
personal profiles are unique pages where one can express their thoughts and feelings, post
photographs and show off their network of friends. The most popular social networking
websites put a strong emphasis on the user’s profiles. The users are encouraged to upload a
profile photo, to enhance their profiles by adding multimedia content.

Social networks vary greatly in their features which include music sections, video up-
loads, groups, games and more. Some have photo sharing or video-sharing capabilities;
Others have built-in blogging and instant messages technologies. On May 24, 2007, Face-
book launched the Facebook Platform which provides a framework for software developers
to create applications that interact with core Facebook features. Applications that have been
created on the Platform include lots of games which allow users to play games with their
friends.

In a nutshell, social networking sites are the epitome of Web 2.0, in which the network
of users is the platform and the community drives the content. In these communities, like-
minded individuals can share information, knowledge and interests and provide feedback
and reviews. Such sites can act as collaborative platforms, allowing entire networks to grow
in value as the user base increases. Furthermore, businesses can focus their marketing efforts
on those who are truly interested.

2.2 Brief History of Social Networking

The social networking began with people wanting to reconnect with lost school friends.
Classmates.com (created in 1995) is often considered the first social networking site. It
focuses on ties with former school mates. It had approximately 40 million members in June
2007, according to the Classates.com site. Other social networking sites quickly followed.
SixDegrees.com was launched in 1997. It promoted itself as a tool to help people connect
with and send messages to others. While SixDegrees attracted millions of users, it failed
to become a sustainable business. In 2000, the service closed. Epinions.com developed a
trust-based social networking in 1999. The Epinions has a Web of Trust scheme. Members
of Epinions can decide to either trust or block (distrust) another member. A member’s list of
trusted members represents that member’s personal Web of Trust.

The next wave of social networking sites embark on when the business social network-
ing site Ryze was launched by entrepreneur Adrian Scott in 2001.Business social networking
can create a pool of contacts from which you can draw leads, referrals, ideas, and informa-
tion for your job search and career progress. Later the more popular and successful business
social networking site Friendster launched in 2002. Social networking began to flourish as a
component of business internet strategy at around 2003 when LinkedIn and Xing launched
in 2003.

Linkedin is a business-oriented social network dedicated to helping professionals main-
tain a list of connections. From its birth, LinkedIn was geared more to fostering network
connections within the business community and it’s common for entrepreneurs and corpo-
rate managers alike to seek out partnership opportunities for their business. Through the
business social network, the job seekers can find out more about potential employers, and
people in job recruitment or human resource positions can find out the potential employees
to fill job vacancies.

XING is a social network that powers business professionals by giving them the tools
to tap into the vast resources of their own personal network to open doors to thousands of
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companies, find jobs and search for employees. With over six million business professionals
using XING each day in any one of 16 different languages, XING is a worldwide leader in
business social networking.

Nowadays, the social networking sites MySpace launched in 2003, Facebook in 2004,
Bebo in 2005, and Twitter in 2006 emerged as the most popular sites in the world. MySpace
is a social networking website targeted at a general audience. It became one of the most
visited websites in the world within a few years. In 2006, Facebook opened to every one.
Since then, it has experienced tremendous growth ranking only behind MySpace among
social networks. However, April 2008 was the milestone: Facebook officially caught up
to MySpace in terms of unique monthly worldwide visitors, according to data released by
Comscore 2.

2.3 In Summary

Social networking sites (SNS) are a type of virtual community that has grown tremendously
in popularity over the past few years. Through SNSs, users connect with each other, share
and find content, and disseminate information.

When people join social networking sites, they begin by creating a profile, then make
connections to existing friends as well as those they meet through the site. User profile is a
backbone of SNS which is a list of identifying information. It can include your real name, or
a pseudonym. It also can include photographs, birthday, hometown, religion, ethnicity, and
personal interest. Members connect to others by sending a “friend” message, which must be
accepted by the other party in order to establish a link. Users can adjust their privacy settings
as well.

Given the success of item recommendation systems in commercial websites, such as
Amazon.com and Netflix, it is considered worthwhile to revisit the recommendation prob-
lem through the novel perspective of social networking. In general, recommendation systems
aim to provide personalised recommendations of items to users based on their previous be-
haviour as well as on other information gathered by item descriptions and user profiles.
However, no emphasis has been placed yet on personalisation based explicitly on social
networks.

3 User Profiling for Recommender Systems

Recommender systems have become an essential research area as an important response
to the so-called information overload problem since the appearance of the first papers on
collaborative filtering in the mid-1990s [Resnick et al 1994]. The essential recommenda-
tion making mechanism of current recommender systems is to firstly identify the target
user’s neighbours based on user profile similarity, and then suggest the target user items that
the neighbours have liked in the past. User profiling is the process of acquiring, extracting
and representing the features of users. The profile data may include users’ selected items,
ratings for specific items, and demographic data etc. User profiling is one of most chal-
lenging tasks. In current recommender systems, user profiles are usually generated based
on data with limited relevance that are too simple to produce quality recommendations
[Adomavicius and Tuzhilin 2005].

2 http://www.techcrunch.com/2008/06/12/facebookno-longer-the-second-largest-social-network/, June 12
2008
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Massive quantities of User Generated Content (UGC) on social networks are now avail-
able from blogs, tags, item reviews, knowledge-sharing sites, collaborative filtering systems,
online gaming, newsgroups, chat rooms, etc. A warehouse of UGC can be mined and ana-
lyzed to expand user profiles based on which more reliable recommendations can be made to
users. The richness of the online UGC challenges the current personalization techniques and
also provides new possibilities for accurately profiling users. Thus, how to incorporate the
new features and practices of Web 2.0 into personalized recommender applications becomes
an important and urgent research topic.

In this section, we review traditional recommender systems first and then articulate some
problems of current recommender systems, and also identify some new challenges to rec-
ommender systems in social network environment.

3.1 Traditional Recommender Systems

Recommender systems combine ideas from user profiling, information filtering and machine
learning to deliver users a more intelligent and proactive information service by making
concrete product or service recommendations that match their learned user preferences and
needs. The recommender technology is superior to other information filtering applications
because of its ability to provide personalized and meaningful information recommendations.
For example, while standard search engines are very likely to generate the same results to
different users entering identical search queries, recommender systems are able to generate
results to each user that are personalized and more relevant because they take into account
each user’s personal interests.

In general, two recommendation techniques have come to dominate: content-based fil-
tering (CBF), collaborative filtering (CF). The content-based approach [Mooney and Roy 2002]
recommends a user to items whose content is similar to content that the user has previously
viewed or selected. In a movie recommender application, for instance, a CBF system will
typically rely on information such as genre, actors, director, producer etc. and match this
against the learned preferences of the user in order to select a set of promising movie rec-
ommendations. CBF recommender systems need a technique to represent the features of the
items. Feature representation can be created automatically for machine-parsable items (such
as news or papers) but must be manually inserted by human editors for items that are not
yet machine-parsable (such as movies and songs). Obviously this activity is expensive, time
consuming, error-prone and highly subjective. Moreover, for some items such as jokes, it is
almost impossible to define the right set of describing features and to “objectively” classify
them [Massa and Bhattacharjee 2004].

Collaborative filtering (CF) collects information about a user by asking them to rate
items and makes recommendations based on highly rated items by users with similar taste.
CF approaches make recommendations based on the ratings of items by a set of users (neigh-
bours) whose rating profiles are most similar to that of the target user [Breese et al 1998].
CF algorithms generally compute the overall similarity or correlation between users, and
use that as a weight when making recommendations. In a book recommendation applica-
tion, for example, the first step for the CF system is try to find the “neighbours” of the target
user. The “neighbours” refer to other users who have similar tastes in books (rate the same
books similarly). In the second step, only the books that are highly rated by the “neighbours”
would be recommended.

In contrast with the content-base approaches, the CF techniques rely on the availabil-
ity of user profiles that capture the past ratings histories of users [Breese et al 1998] and
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don’t require any human intervention for tagging content because item knowledge is not
required. Therefore, the CF techniques can be applied to virtually any kind of items: papers,
news, web sites, movies, songs, books, jokes, locations of holidays, stocks and promise
to scale well to large item bases [Massa and Bhattacharjee 2004]. Collaborative filtering
is the most widely used approach to build online recommender systems. It has been suc-
cessfully employed in many applications, such as recommending books, CDs, and other
products at Amazon.com, Movies by MovieLens [Adomavicius and Tuzhilin 2005]. Some
methods combine both content and collaborative filtering approaches to make recommenda-
tions [Schein et al 2002].

3.2 User Profiles Learning Issues in Recommender Systems

A crucial factor for the success of recommender systems is the availability and quality of the
user profiles. The user profile information can be input explicitly by users or implicitly gath-
ered by software agents that monitor user activity [Gauch et al 2007]. For explicit acquisi-
tion, users are required to rate or select items. For implicit acquisition, the users’ behaviours
will be passively observed as they interact with the system and then the users’ interests will
be inferred from these interactions. Currently the user profile information for online rec-
ommendation is mainly obtained by analyzing usage log data such as users’ click streams
and navigation patterns etc. Both the explicit and implicit methods have their respective
strengths and weaknesses. The explicit acquisition is more accurate, because information
comes directly from the users when a user rates the relevance of a set of items. However,
it may place an increased cognitive burden on the users [Morita and Shinoda 1994]. The
implicit acquisition places little or no burden on the users. However, inferences drawn from
the user interaction are not always valid because of the indicators of the user interests are
often erratic [Kelly and Teevan 2003].

The user profiles are often difficult to obtain and their quality is also hard to ensure.
Current existing user profiling for recommender systems is mainly using user rating data.
Usually, hundreds of thousands of users and items are involved in a recommender system,
but only a few items are viewed, selected or rated by users. As Sarwar et.al reported in
[Sarwar et al 2001], the density of the available ratings in commercial recommender sys-
tems is often less than 1%. Moreover, as for new users, they will start with a blank profile
without selecting or rating any items at all. These situations are commonly referred to as
the data sparseness and cold start problem [Schein et al 2002]. The current recommender
algorithms are impeded by the sparsity and cold start problems.

With the increasing use of recommender systems in e-commerce and social networks,
maliciously or unfairly influences to the outcomes of recommender systems by creating false
user rating data are also intensified. For example: a simple but effective attack to recom-
mender system is to deliberately create a bunch of fake users with pseudo ratings favour or
disfavour to some particular products. With the fake information, user profile data becomes
unreal and not reliable.

In summary, without sufficient knowledge about users, even the most sophisticated rec-
ommendation strategy will not be able to make satisfactory recommendations. The cold
start, sparseness, malicious rating are formidable problems for user profiling. They cause
user profiles to become the weakest link in the whole recommendation process.
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3.3 Trust Issues in Recommender Systems

Traditional recommender systems purely mine the user-item rating matrix for making rec-
ommendations. However, recommendations are not made in rational isolation, which means
that they are not evaluated merely by their information value [Perugini et al 2004]. The
social embedding of a recommendation is crucial to understanding the decision making pro-
cess of an individual; it is determined by factors such as experience, background, knowledge
level, beliefs and personal preferences [Lueg 1997]. It was found in paper [Sinha et al 2001]
that given a choice between recommendations from friends and recommender systems, in
terms of quality and usefulness, friends’ recommendations are preferred even though the
recommendations given by the recommender systems have high novelty factor. Friends are
seen as more qualified to make good and useful recommendations as compared to recom-
mender systems. In many markets, people typically trust and act on recommendations from
friends more than from the company selling the product. A recent study found that positive
word of mouth [Shardanand and Maes 1995] among customers is by far the best predictor
of a company’s growth. Word-of-mouth marketing has the key advantage that a recommen-
dation from a friend or other trusted source has the credibility that advertisements lack.

In general, a user is much more likely to believe statements from a trusted acquaintance
than from a stranger. The possibility of people taking recommendations made by trusted
friends is higher than that of taking recommendations made by strangers. However, current
recommendation techniques make recommendations to a target user mainly based on other
users’ item preference, these users have similar rating data with the target user, but the trust
between users has not been well exploited. Therefore, another big challenge for traditional
recommender systems is how to embed the social elements of decision-making and advice
seeking or the trust relations among users.

4 Social Recommender Systems

There has been a tremendous increase in user-generated content (also referred to as user-
created content) in the past a few years via the technologies of Web 2.0. It is now well
recognized that the user-generated content (e.g., product reviews, tags, forum discussions
and blogs) contains valuable user opinions that can be exploited for many applications.
By exploiting the UGC more effectively via the use of the latest collaborative filtering,
data mining techniques, and trust management technology, more accurate and sophisticate
user profiles can be built which contain not only users’ item preferences (i.e., item ratings)
but also users’ topic interests and trustworthiness between users. Based on the enhanced
user profiles, high quality and reliable recommendations can be generated. Many significant
researches have been done to investigate new strategies available in Web 2.0 framework. In
this section, we review some new strategies for social recommender systems.

4.1 User Generated Content

Unlike the user rating data which is numeric data, the UGC comprises various forms of
media and creative works such as written, audio, visual, and combined created by users
explicitly and pro-actively. Therefore, it contains rich semantic information and provides
a huge potential to obtain deeper knowledge about users, items, and the various relation-
ships among users and items. It has become an important information resource in addition
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to traditional website materials. From the UGC information, it is possible to acquire users’
opinions, perspectives, or tastes towards items or other users. The growing and readily avail-
able user-generated content is rising the new opportunity to construct user profiles accurately
compared with the existing personalized recommender techniques and to mitigate the cold
start and malicious rating problems considerably.

The UGC expresses users’ opinions or sentiments towards items and is transforming
how people seek advice and consider recommendations. The opinion mining and sentiment
analysis such as customer opinion summarization [Zhuang et al 2006] and sentiment anal-
ysis of user reviews [Ding et al 2008] are possibly as augmentations to recommendation
systems [Tatemura 2000], since it might behoove such a system not to recommend items
that receive a lot of negative feedback.

The individual users show their interest in online opinions about products or services.
They share their brand experiences and opinions, positive or negative, regarding any product
or service. The vendors of these items are increasingly coming to realize that these consumer
voices can potentially wield enormous influence in shaping the opinions of other consumers
and they are paying more and more attention to these issues [Hoffman 2008]. There are
already many companies that provide opinion mining services and examples include Epin-
ions.com 3, Amazon.com 4.

4.2 Tagging Systems

A tag is a keyword that is added to a digital object (e.g. a website, picture or video clip) to
describe it, but not as part of a formal classification system. Tags are freely chosen keywords
and they are a simple yet powerful tool for organizing, searching and exploring the resources.
Web-based tagging systems such as Del.icio.us, Technorati, Flickr, Last.fm, or citeulike have
become increasingly popular. These systems enable users to assign tags to Internet resources
(e.g., web pages, images, videos,songs, blogs, urls, scientific papers) without relying on a
controlled vocabulary and allow users to share their tags for particular resources. In addition,
each tag serves as a link to additional resources tagged the same way by others.

One of the first large-scale applications of tagging was the del.icio.us website, which
launched the ‘social bookmarking’ phenomenon. The services like Flickr (photos), YouTube
(video) and Odeo (podcasts) allow a variety of digital artefacts to be socially tagged. CiteU-
Like is a free service to help academics to store, organise and share the academic papers
they are reading. When you see a paper on the Web that interests you, you click a button and
add it to your personal library. CiteULike automatically extracts the citation details, so you
do not have to type them in.

Heymann et al. [2008] conducted an analysis study of social tagging on the popular
del.icio.us bookmarking system. The results have shown that searches on del.icio.us can be
improved by a navigable hierarchical taxonomy of tags which is derived from tag usage.
The taxonomy of tags is used to help users broadening/narrowing the set of tags that best
describe their interests.

Halpin et al. [2007] study the distribution of tags in the social bookmarking site del.icio.us
and propose a generative model of collaborative tagging in order to evaluate the dynam-
ics that lie beneath the act of collaborative recommendation. Their findings prove that the
dataset collected follows a power-law distribution.

3 http://www.epinions.com/
4 https://www.amazon.com/
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Like other UGC information, the tag information is becoming an important information
source to profile user’s topic interests as well as to describe the content or classification of
items. Compared with other traditional implicit user information such as click stream and
web log, the tag information has some distinctive advantages. One important advantage is
that tags are pieces of light weighted textural information but contain very rich and explicit
topic information since they are given by users explicitly and proactively. Another important
advantage is that it is independent with the content of the items, which makes it possible to
do content filtering for any items such as videos, music files etc. Moreover, the tagging
behavior forms a three dimensional relationship among users, items and tags such as the
additional implied item-tag, user-tag besides the typical implicit user-item relationship.

However, since there is no restriction or boundary on selecting words for tagging items,
the tags used by users are free-style and contain a lot of noise such as semantic ambiguity
which means that the same tag name has different meaning for different users, tag synonym
which means that different tags actually have the same meaning. Another serious situation of
tags is that nearly 60% tags are personal tags that are only used by one user [Sen et al 2009].
All these disadvantages of tags bring challenges to make use of tags to profile users’ topic
preferences accurately or describe the topics of the items correctly. Thus, how to solve these
problems caused by the free-style vocabulary of tags is a key issue to improve the accuracy
of recommendation systems based on tag information.

The work of Tso-shuter et al. [2008] extended the user-item matrix to user-item-tag
matrix to make collaborative filtering item recommendation. However, this work didn’t con-
sider the noise of tags. More recently, the noise of tags has become an important research
question. In the recent work of [Sen et al 2009], a special tag rating function was used to
find user’s preferences for tags. Along with the tag preferences, the click streams, tag search
history of each user were used to get user’s preferences for items through the inferred tags
preferences. However, Sen’ work needs various kinds of extra information or special func-
tion, which makes the work incomparable and gives restrictions to the application of the
work. Moreover, it is difficult to determine the influence of tag information when the click
streams, search queries were combined together.

Different from Sen’s work the approach proposed in [Liang et al 2009] makes use of the
standard item taxonomy or ontology given by experts to represent each user’s tag individu-
ally to remove the noise of tags. Item taxonomy is a set of controlled vocabulary terms or
topics designed to describe or classify items, which is available for various domains, for ex-
ample, the book classification taxonomy of Amazon.com, world knowledge ontology such
as Library of Congress Subjects Headings. Because item taxonomy is usually designed and
developed by experts, reflecting the common views to the description and classification of
items, providing not only a standard vocabulary but also a hierarchical structure to represent
the relationships among concepts or categories, it can be used to eliminate the inaccuracy
caused by the users’ free-style vocabulary in social tags.

4.3 Blogs Mining

The term web-log, or blog refers to a simple webpage consisting of brief paragraphs of opin-
ion, information, personal diary entries, or links, called posts, arranged chronologically with
the most recent first, in the style of an online journal. Most blogs also allow visitors to add
a comment below a blog entry. People express their opinions, ideas, experiences, thoughts,
wishes through these free-form writings. A typical blog post can combine text, images, and
links to other blogs, web pages, and other media related to its topic. The individuals who
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author the blog posts are referred as bloggers. The universe of all these blog sites is often
referred as Blogosphere [Stewart et al 2007]. Linking is also an important aspect of blog-
ging as it deepens the conversational nature of the blogosphere and its sense of immediacy.
It also helps to facilitate retrieval and referencing of information on different blogs.

Blogs notoriously contain quite a bit of subjective content. General topics include per-
sonal diaries, experiences, opinions, information technology, and politics to name a few.
Thus blogs are more relevant than shopping sites for queries that concern politics, people,
or other non-products. However, the desired material within blogs can vary quite widely in
content, style, presentation. Mining opinions and sentiments from bloggers poses several
challenges as compared to the historic feedback and surveys.

State-of-the-art content analysis techniques could be used for basic clustering, classifica-
tion of the blog posts/blog sites. For example, a prototype system called Pulse [Gamon et al 2005]
uses a Naive Bayes classifier trained on manually annotated sentences with positive/negative
sentiments and iterates until all unlabeled data is adequately classified.

The researchers Joshi and Belsare [2006] developed a blog mining program called
BlogHarvest which searches for, and extracts, a blogger’s interests in order to recommend
blogs with similar topics. The program uses classification, links, topic similarity cluster-
ing and tagging based on opinion mining to provide these features. The program design is
based on the knowledge that blogging communities are not formed randomly, but as a result
of shared interests. It is also designed to provide a useful search facility to bloggers while
generating large amounts of revenue for advertising services and providers.

4.4 Trust in Social Recommender Systems

The term “trust” is being used with a variety of meaning. In order to give the reader a
reference point for understanding trust, some general definitions from existing research are
given first.

4.4.1 Definition of Trust

Mayer et al. [1995] defined trust as “the willingness of a party to be vulnerable to the actions
of another party based on the expectation that the other will perform a particular action
important to the trustor, irrespective of the ability to monitor or control that other party”.
Another definition from Mui et al. [2002] is “trust is a subjective expectation an agent has
about another’s future behaviour based on the history of their encounters”. The definition
given by Olmedilla et al. [2005] is:“Trust of a party A to a party B for a service X is the
measurable belief of A in that B behaves dependably for a specified period within a specified
context (in relation to service X)”.

Trust is the outcome of observations leading to the belief that the actions of another
may be relied upon. Trust is subjective and personal. Trust is asymmetrical. This means for
two people involved in a relationship, trust is not necessarily identical in both directions.
Being trustworthy is one step, but that’s not the same as being trusted. Trust is dynamic
as well. Generally people’s trust to others is gradually built up and keeps changing over
time. A user’s initial trust to another user only reflects his beliefs to the user at a static
point in time. Therefore, techniques are needed to automatically construct or update users’
trustworthiness based on users’ online behaviour. Trust has the property of transitivity since
a trusted acquaintance will also trust the beliefs of her friends. Trusts may propagate (with
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appropriate discounting) through the relationship network [ Guha et al 2004] or infer trust
using a trust metric.

4.4.2 Trust-based Social Recommender Systems

There has been a lot of work that deals with trust in social networks and recommender
systems. A vast literature on trust has grown in these area of research. Some prelimi-
nary work has shown the benefits of utilizing trust information in recommendation making
[Avesani et al 2005]; [Golbeck 2006]; [Massa and Avesani 2007]; [Andersen et al 2008];
[Bedi et al 2007]; [Ma et al 2009].

Golbeck and Hendler [2006] considered those social networking sites where users ex-
plicitly provide trust ratings to other members. However, for large social networks it is
infeasible to assign trust ratings to each and every member so they propose an inferring
mechanism which would assign binary trust ratings (trustworthy/non-trustworthy) to those
who have not been assigned one. They demonstrate the use of these trust values in an email
filtering application and report encouraging results. They also assume three crucial proper-
ties of trust for their approach to work: transitivity, asymmetry, and personalization. This is
contrary to what was proposed in [Yu and Singh 2003], who assume symmetric trust val-
ues in the social network between two members. Also, consolidating the trust scores for a
member and computing a global trust score for each member might not give a reasonable
estimation. Trust of a member is absolutely a personal opinion. Therefore, authors propose
personalization of trust which means that a member could have different trust values with
respect to different members.

In paper [Ma et al 2009], it was assumed that every user’s decisions on the Web should
include both the user’s characteristics and the user’s trusted friends’ recommendations. Un-
der this assumption, the authors proposed a probabilistic matrix factorization framework that
employs both the user-item matrix and the users’ social trust network for the recommenda-
tions. Their experimental results on the Epinions dataset show that their method outperforms
the state-of-the-art collaborative filtering and social trust-based recommendation algorithms,
especially when the users have very few ratings. The complexity analysis indicates that their
approach can be applied to very large datasets. They claimed that their method can help to
alleviate the data sparseness problem and enhance the system scalability.

Walter et al. [2008] propose the use of social network information in recommendation
systems and analyze the impact of trust dynamics on the performance of such a system. They
study the effect of preference heterogeneity of agents and network density on usefulness of
trust in the system. The authors take a random directed graph for the underlying social net-
work structure and have considered only 100 agents with a limited number of items in which
agents seek recommendations, taking it far from a real-world scenario. The algorithm would
not scale well for large networks and large number of items. Moreover, trust according to
them is based on past experience of recommendations. Also the paper makes some simpli-
fying assumptions like the social network is static and there are not any malicious entities.

Guha [ Guha et al 2004] proposes a propagation model for trust and distrusting social
friendship networks based on a series of matrix operations, but works with an overly sim-
plistic trust scale of 1, 0 and -1, which is unable to capture the gradation of interpersonal
trust. Massa and Avesani [Massa and Avesani 2007] studied the trust-aware recommender
systems. Their work replaces the similarity finding process with the use of a trust metric,
which is able to propagate trust over the trust network and to estimate a trust weight. The
experiments on a large real dataset shows that this work increases the coverage (number of
ratings that are predictable) while not reducing the accuracy (the error of predictions).
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Jøsang et al. [Jøsang et al 2006] described a method for trust network analysis using
subjective logic (TNA-SL). Their method takes directed trust edges between pairs as input,
and can derive a level of trust between arbitrary parties that are interconnected through the
network. Even in case of no explicit trust paths between two parties exist, subjective logic
allows a level of trust to be derived through the default vacuous opinions. TNA-SL therefore
has a general applicability and is suitable for many types of trust networks. However, this
method includes the same trust edges multiple times and will produce an inconsistent result.
Theoretically they proposed an optimal model to describe how TNA-SL can preserve con-
sistency without removing information in paper [Jøsang and Bhuiyan 2008]. The optimal
TNA-SL avoids this problem by allowing the trust measure of a given trust edge to be split
into several independent parts, so that each part is taken into account by separate trust paths.

Some researchers have found that given some predefined domain and context, people’s
interest similarity is a strong predictor of interpersonal trust [Jensen et al 2002 ]. The rela-
tionships between people’s interest similarities and trust have been investigated by Ziegler
and Golbeck [2005]. Their empirical analysis showed positive mutual interactions between
interpersonal trust and interest similarity. That means, people who have similar interests tend
to be more trustful towards each other.

In light of these studies, it can be said that the computational trust models can act as
appropriate means to supplement current collaborative filtering approaches used by the rec-
ommender systems [O’Donovan and Smyth 2005].

5 Conclusion

The purpose of this survey has been to describe and analyse the state-of-the-art of personal-
ized recommender systems in social networking environment, and to convey to the reader a
sense of our excitement about the intellectual richness and breadth of the area.

Social Networking Sites contains a warehouse of information that can be mined and
analyzed to expand user profiles and to build complex diagrams and maps of user-to-user
and user-to-interest relationships. Data mining is an emerging research direction fulfilling
various knowledge discovery tasks. Many data mining and opinion mining techniques have
been used to underpin an effective recommender system. The applications of Tagging sys-
tems, Blogs mining systems, and trust techniques and approaches have been covered in this
study.

In the recent years, many research groups have invested much effort on Web personaliza-
tion, trust and reputation, and recommendations, and have made many great achievements.
The rich literature growing around these topics. However, challenging problems still exist
in these areas. In particular, the research issues on how to make breakthrough on the current
recommender system for social networking environment, how to build the trust-based Web
personalized recommender systems have attracted lots of the research attentions. We very
much hope we have provided some helpful information to the readers who are encouraged
to take up the many challenges that remain in the area.
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